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Why should we cooperate one another?

• CCP calls the Senkaku Islands “ Their Core Interests” as well 
as Taiwan.

• CCP also ordered their Total Armed Forces, including the 
PLA, the PAP and its subordinating command, the China 
Coast Guard Bureau and the Militia, to recapture these core 
interests to accomplish its final unification of their farther 
land.

• This means the security of the Senkaku Islands is inevitably 
unified with that of Taiwan. This leads the need of the close 
security mutual cooperation between Japan and Taiwan. 



When Will the U.S. Forces be back?

• Change of the Military Balance of Power in the Western Pacific 
Region: The balance of the nuclear as well as the conventional 
power has already changed in favor of China as the result of the 
drastic increase of the military expenditure of CCP.

• The A2/AD strategy has hinder the advance of the U.S. CSGs in 
the western Pacific Ocean and reject them to enter into the East 
and South China Sea without the submarines.

• Japan as well as Taiwan should resist to the China’s invasion by 
ourselves for more than half and one month under the threat of 
North Korea and Russia in the worst case.

• If so, the need of the cooperation between Japan and Taiwan has 
become more important than in the past.      



The China’s Capability of the Invasion

• Total Force: about 400,000 members, composed of 5 Army Gps. 
Mar C & ABN Army

• Deployed Anti-Surface Missiles: more than 400 units including 
those on the vessels

• Fighters: currently deployed are about 200, capable of 1,000 
deployed in the 11 airbases

• Deployed Anti-Air Missiles: S-400PMU2(range of 200km), S-400 
will be probably deployed, covering the whole of Taiwan Strait 

• Landing Force: more than 21,700 members & 1,100 amphibious 
vehicles, capable of increasing to 36,000 mem. & 1,500 amphs.  



The China’s Capability of the Invasion 

• Airlift: China can transport more than 5,600 personnel and 
110 tanks by the PLAAF, and 22,500 personnel by 1,000 
civilian aircrafts by mobilizing the civilian airlift capabilities.

• Sealift: China can transport 1,000 personnel by the 30 
helicopters and 3 hovercrafts on the type 075 amphibious 
assault vessel. China can also increase its sealift capability 
by using the mobilized civilian role on-role off ships. 

• If China get a sea port or an air port, they will be able to 
increase their invasion forces dramatically faster and easer.

• They will emphasize on capturing the political and 
economical centers in the large cities to urge the surrender.    



The Phases before the Invasion

• 1st Phase: Political, Economical & Phycological Pressure

• 2nd Phase: Military Operation Other Than War

• Xi Jin-ping signed the “The Tentative Principles of the 
Military Operation Other Than War” activated on June 15, 
2022, probably strengthening the anti-terror operations, 
border guard and the civilian security. 

• 3rd Phase: Restricted Invasion to the Small Islands of Taiwan 
and/or the Senkaku Islands of Japan

• 4th Phase: Large scale cyber and missile attacks with the SF 
attacks, and the surprise against the satellites in the space  



How will Occur the Invasion?

• Occurrence of the simultaneous or continuous invasion against 
Taiwan and the Southwestern Islands of Japan(including Okinawa, 
Miyako, Ishigaki and Yonaguni Islands) would be the most 
probable,

• Because of the strategic unification of the both regions, those 
need the mutual support of missile firepower to defend the PLA’s 
invasion trying to get through the Miyako Strait.

• The invasion will occur in from 2 to 5 years earliest, when the 
military power would be at the peak,

• or until 2035 at the latest, when the construction of their 
modernized their own Socialism Society will be basically 
accomplished.  



What should we do together to defend?

• Mutual exchange of the Information in the peacetime

• To establish the mutual communication network and the 
organization between the two governments including the military.

• Mutual coordination of the emergency plans

• Conduct of the trilateral exercises including the U.S. Forces

• In the emergency, we should coordinate more closely one another 
the firing zones of the SSMs, ASMs, AAMs and the covering area 
of the radars and other intelligence collecting methods. 

• We should exchange the information about the cyber attacks, the 
missile deployments, the SF activities, including the space and 
electro-magnetic domains.   



How to Cooperate in the War Time?

• NEO Operations: Before and during the war, the civilians of 
the both countries should be assured their safety and safely 
evacuated to the place of refugee.

• Mutual Support in the Logistics: We should support one 
another in the supply of the equipment, the ammunition 
including the missiles, as well as the strategic air and sea lift 
including the escort and guard of the transportation.

• Mutual Support of the Firings: We should coordinate the 
mutual support firing zones and the naval/aerial operational 
areas automatically through the linked network system.   


